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Circulating Commemorative
Coins, the Silver Price and the
Problems with this Combination

World Money
Fair 2018
Every year, the World Money Fair
invites a nation to become the focus
of attention as Guest of Honor. In 2016
it was South Korea, in 2017 South
Africa. For 2018, the World Money Fair
has chosen a country in the heart of
Europe, the Netherlands.

The Royal Dutch Mint and
the Groep Heylen

After the Royal Dutch Mint was sold to
Groep Heylen in November 2016, it is
taking the opportunity to present itself to a
broad public as an innovative player on the
national and international market alike at
the World Money Fair.

The Austrian 100 and 500 schilling circulating commemorative coin.

It is a tempting idea: you gain and
retain coin collectors by regularly
supplying them with commemorative
coins at face value. Not only do these
look beautiful, but they are also of
stable value due to the silver content in
the alloy and thus in high demand with
large sections of the population. With
these coins a profit can be made, for
many buyers do not feed the coins into
the cash cycle, but hoard them instead.
And this is precisely why this marketing
trick has its downsides.

Price of silver is
subject to fluctuations

We all know it: sometimes the price of
silver is subject to enormous fluctuations.
But there is a minor side effect that does
not immediately catch the eye: the price
of the precious metals silver and gold
is directly related to the demand for
coins – whether it is pre-1945 rarities or
contemporary coin issues.

www.currency-news.com

As a matter of fact, it is quite simple: once
investors lose confidence in economic
prosperity, in other words as soon as
share prices fall and the stability of our
currencies is doubted, larger circles of
people invest their money in investment
products – or in what they consider to be
investment products. For this reason, the
demand for commemorative coins with
silver content is particularly high when the
silver price is high, too.
Conversely, there is a risk that large
quantities of these coins will be put into
circulation (or returned to the mint or
national bank) precisely when the silver
exchange rate is in freefall.
It is therefore of the utmost importance
to choose the face value of such coins
in such a way that there is no risk of
excessive losses, even if the price of
silver is plummeting.
Continued on page 2 >

Group Heylen acquired the mint from the
Dutch government for €2.4 million. And the
company is a fitting asset to the portfolio.
As a matter of fact, the investment group
already owns an important blank producer
– Royal Blanking; and with both National
Tokens and the Mauquoy Token Company,
it also calls Europe’s major manufacturers
of tokens and souvenir medals its own.

Registration for Technical
Forum opened

The World Money Fair has announced
that the registration for the Technical
Forum is now available at their website.
Dieter Merkle of Schuler and Thomas
Hogenkamp of Spaleck proudly announce
that they have already chosen some
very interesting lectures with a focus on
inspection systems, tooling and simulation.
There is one new development connected
with the Technical Forum: namely, for the
first time all participants are being asked to
pay a fee of €380 for attending.
The website for registration can be found
at www.worldmoneyfair.de/wmf/en/
technical-forum/
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Silver and the Problems that May Arise (Continued)
A textbook case of the silver
danger: the Austria case

The example of the Austrian 500 schilling
commemorative coins, which were
minted and sold in the 1980s, is almost
a lesson of how dangerous the issue of
commemorative coins can be when silver
prices are exploding.

The Ministry then raised the face value to
500 schillings. But even before the first 500
schilling circulating commemorative coin
was issued, the silver bubble burst and the
silver price fell. On the day of its issue, the
first issued 500 schillings coin only had a
good $7 of intrinsic value left, which was
roughly one-fifth of its face value.

You should certainly remember: this
numismatic episode happened against the
background of the great silver speculations
of the Hunt brothers. These two
speculators, whose family is said to have
served as a model for the then popular
American TV series ‘Dallas’, believed to be
able to control the silver market. They drove
the price of an ounce of silver from $6.70
(February 1974) to $52.50 (January 1980)
before the price of silver ended at a mere
$5 again in June 1982.

Additionally, as a consequence of the fall
of the silver price, interest in coin collecting
declined. The coins issued did not find
enough buyers, and the mintages could not
be lowered at the same pace as interest
was dwindling. While the second circulating
commemorative coin of 1980 still had a
mintage of one million specimens, it fell to
750,000 with the third issue and ended
with 500,000 coins the same year. Even the
rise in silver fineness two years later did not
bring the customers’ interest back.

The problem with these speculations
was the fact that a Ministry of
Finance and its mint – in this case
the Austrian Ministry of Finance and
the Österreichisches Hauptmünzamt
(Imperial Austrian Mint) – were of course
unable to react to the dramatic changes
in the market quickly enough.
As had been customary for years, the
Austrian Ministry of Finance released four
issues of 100 schilling commemorative
coins in 1979, with a total face value
amounting to 8.335 million schillings. The
coins sold right away, for the silver price
was rising at the time. On 18 January
1980, the intrinsic value of a 100 schilling
piece was nearly $25. This was roughly
three times its face value and, of course,
made the Ministry of Finance revise its
policy of issuing coins.

The danger of ‘sleeping’ coins

The Austrian Ministry of Finance could
consider itself quite lucky, however. From
an economic point of view, 1980 was not
a bad year. The citizens of the country
saw no need to reintroduce their ‘sleeping’
circulating commemorative coins into
the cash cycle. The Ministry of Finance
thus limited its measures to adjusting the
mintage and did not take any further steps.
This was a problem, because the coins
of course remained fit for circulation and
gradually added up to a large part of the
cash potentially available. At the end of
1987 around 98 billion schillings worth
of banknotes in circulation were facing
25 billion worth of coin circulation in
Austria, of which the hoarded circulating
commemorative coins constituted more
than 18 billion.

The Oesterreichische Nationalbank
(OeNB) found a way out of this dangerous
situation: it bought the minting privilege as
well as the mint from the Austrian state.
Both were converted into a public limited
company with registered shares, the Münze
Österreich AG (Austrian Mint AG), and
sold to the OeNB for 8 billion schillings.
Even after the sale, the Austrian Ministry of
Finance remained responsible for financial
compensation when the commemorative
coins issued before 1989 were returned.
Through a cautious increase in the nominal
circulation of money by issuing bullion
coins, the OeNB, in cooperation with the
Austrian Mint, managed relatively quickly
to reduce the dangerously high proportion
of commemorative coins in the theoretical
cash cycle to a bearable percentage. Over
several decades this mountain of circulating
commemorative coins was reduced in an
economically viable manner.

A new silver boom and three
ways to react: Germany,
Switzerland and Austria

An isolated event? No, of course not. The
silver price is always rising and falling.
Again in the first half of 2011, the silver
price increased so much that in many
places consideration was given to finding
a reasonable ratio between the face value
and the intrinsic value of the circulating
commemorative coins with silver content
to be issued.
At that time, Germany decided not to raise
the face value, but to produce two versions
of the circulating commemorative coins:
a collector’s version in silver, which could
be bought at the Official Sales Agency of
Collector’s Coins of the Federal Republic of
Germany for an additional charge that could
be altered at any time, and a circulating
commemorative coin without silver, which
banks continued to sell at face value.
The result was a decline in the population’s
interest in circulating commemorative
coins. The mintage dropped from nearly
1.8 million (2011) to 1.5 million (2012), 1.3
million (2013), 1.2 million (2014), and 1.1
million (2015).

Circulating commemorative coins are also part of the money supply in circulation, which can quickly add up,
mainly because hardly anything flows back to the National Bank. The face value of the issued schillings is
highlighted in blue, and the accumulated face value in orange.
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The 2011 German circulating commemorative coin
'125 Years of the Automobile' without silver – a real
slow-seller. © Stphn / BY-CC 4.0.

In April 2015 the German Ministry of
Finance decided to reverse its decision and
resume issuing circulating commemorative
coins that were made of silver. At the same
time, however, the face value of the coins
was raised to €20.
Switzerland chose a different path. Since
2011 all circulating commemorative coins
– whether in Uncirculated or Proof quality
– have been sold via Swissmint for an
additional charge. At first, the selling price
was raised to 30 francs, but after the fall
of the silver price at the beginning of 2012
it was lowered to 25 francs, to be raised
again to 30 francs early in 2017. However,
this measure does not seem to have
done the sale of coins any good, either.
The mintage was reduced from 50,000
specimens in 2015 to 35,000 specimens.
The Austrian Mint went a completely
different way, although it is important to
mention that it only issues a minimum of
circulating commemorative coins. When
the silver price rose, the Mint stopped
immediately issuing silver circulating
commemorative coins at face value, in
order to gain some time to come up with
a new concept. On 14 December 2011
the time had come. A new circulating
commemorative coin was released, albeit
not made of silver but copper.

The 2011 Austrian copper coin was a complete
success. © Austrian Mint.

To date, it has become an extremely
popular collector’s item and is often
bought and given away as a present,
also by non-collectors. The marketing
department of the Austrian Mint had hit
on the ingenious idea of establishing it as
an ideal gift, accompanied by appealing
packaging, on the occasion of visits
between Christmas and New Year’s Eve.
With 300,000 specimens, the mintage is
about twice what used to be minted of the
silver versions in circulation quality.

The Canadian version

The Royal Canadian Mint took a
completely different approach in reaction
to the silver boom. It used the suddenly
emerging silver hype to launch its Face
Value Program in 2011.
In spite of its great name, this Face Value
Program is basically nothing else than the
silver circulating commemorative coins with
silver content that are issued in Europe.
There is one crucial difference, however:
while the European models are indeed legal
tender backed by the state, the Canadian
coins have been defined as non-circulating
legal tender. In other words, neither the
trade nor the banks are legally bound to
accept the specimens as payment.
Initially, the Face Value Program proved a
great success. The Royal Canadian Mint
sold C$4.2 million of C$20 coins at face
value to customers who had previously
nothing to do with coins. Its main target were
younger people, which is why popular motifs
such as Bugs Bunny, Superman, a dinosaur
or the spaceship Enterprise were chosen.
But then the problems started: buyers
tried to use these coins – surprise!
surprise! – to buy something, only to
realise that they could not buy anything at
all with these coins.

Of course, this resulted in anger and
bad publicity. The coin owners could call
themselves lucky if someone paid them
the silver value for their collector’s item
and saved them the trip to the Royal
Canadian Mint, where the pieces were and
are actually taken back at face value. The
retailers, for their part, obtained a pretty
profit by collecting the pieces and returning
them, at face value.
The Royal Canadian Mint has now found
ways for customers to exchange their Face
Value Program coins for face value with as
little effort as possible and without having to
resort to a middleman. Canada Post plays a
vital role here.
An unwanted side effect of these returns
is the fact that the Royal Canadian Mint
is now left with the expenses that are
incurred by the silver price fluctuations.
After all, it had bought the silver in the
coins, which it then withdraws during the
melting process, for a much higher price.
These costs are so high that they have a
significant impact on the annual budget,
which in 2016 was roughly $17 million
lower than in the year before.

Learning from history?

Altogether, it is a good idea to look at the
past when, once again, the question arises
as to how to correlate the fluctuating silver
price with silver containing circulating
commemorative coins.
One thing is certain: there is hardly any
better marketing strategy than these
popular coins for beginners. Their release,
on the other hand, involves risks one should
know before opting for it.

State Mints of Baden-Wuerttemberg Launch New Website
The State Mints of BadenWuerttemberg launched their new
website at www.mintbw.de/?lang=en,
offering an insight into technical issues
and presenting the mints’ capabilities
with the aid of virtual tours around the
production facilities.
With 80 employees in Karlsruhe and
Stuttgart, the State Mints of BadenWuerttemberg are Germany’s largest mint.
A state-owned minting company, they are
responsible for producing about 40% of
Germany’s euro coinage.
Moreover, they make circulation and
collectors' coins in outstanding quality
on behalf of foreign central banks.
Manufacturing premium medals is another
business segment.
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A New Generation of
Milling Machines: IMPALA 400SL
The German company LANG GmbH has
developed a new generation of milling
and engraving machines – the IMPALA
400SL – that caters to the needs of the
minting industry.

LANG now supplies the missing link in
the production chain with its new milling
machine, since the dies for these high-relief
coins can now be produced within the
shortest timeframe.

In addition, LANG presents the latest
version of Kuhlmann’s SU2 precision cutter
grinding machine, with which the tools of
the IMPALA 400SL can be ground in-house
with high precision and efficiency.

In an increasing short period of time, ever
smaller quantities of collector coins have
to be produced. For two or three years
now, new generations of blanks and
minting presses have made it possible
to achieve an increasingly high relief for
these collector coins.

In terms of repeatability, the dies produced
through the milling process outrank the
pressing process, so that a complete
replacement of the die pressing process
with milling is appropriate, particularly with
regards to small mintages.

Detailed advice on this machine will be
available at the Berlin World Money Fair.
Appointments can be made by emailing
joachim.steidel@lang.de or info@lang.de.
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An optional circular engraving device can
be used to produce tools for designing the
third side of the coin, the edge.
Based on the IMPALA series, LANG has
designed a more compact version which,
depending on the equipment, has a height
of 2.30m and – even when doors are open
– requires a floor space of no more than
2m x 2.47m. A central connection panel
for electricity, cooling water, air pressure
and other accessories facilitates both
installation and connection. Additional
maintenance openings in the machine
housing ensure greater accessibility, which
considerably speeds up the cleaning
process when needed.
The main characteristics of the IMPALA
400SL are its high process reliability and
ease of use. Touch operation contributes to
this. Extensive training on the machine, as
well as online and hotline support, ensures
that the on-site technicians are in a position
to exploit the machine’s full range of options
and make optimum use for outstanding
ideas and creative designs.
The speed and accuracy of the actual
milling result in dies which, in terms of
quality and reproducibility, surpass dies
produced by pressing. Therefore, no postprocessing of the die is required for bullion
production, while numismatic products may
require only minimal post-processing.

Technical Data
Travel range (mm):
500 x 550 x 250
Clamping surface (mm):
700 x 650
Load capacity max (kg):
300
Traversing speed feed max (m/min):
90
Output software:
LDriver
Controller:
Bosch Rexroth MTX
LTi Andronic 3060
Tool changer:
Pick-up tool changer –
8 times or 16 times
Disc changer – 17 times
Weight of machine (kg):
c. 2.500 (plus accessories)
Machines dimensions (m):
H 2.30 x W 2.00 x D 2.47
(depending on equipment)
Milling spindle Power (kW):
1.6 (rotation speed 60,000) /
2.6 (rotation speed 50.000) /
10 (rotation speed 42.000) /
5.5 (rotation speed 80.000)

Furthermore, the IMPALA 400SL is
extremely flexible. Whether you use the
LANG in-house software or other software
solutions, an easy and quick adjustment
or change can be accomplished without
much effort. By increasing the Z-stroke to
250mm, it is now possible to work on dies
that are significantly larger than before,
which is likely to be of interest for the
production of bullion.
A completely new feature is the possibility
of wet processing of the workpieces.
To this end, an oil and chip pan has
been integrated, as well as a forward
extendable chip tray with pump sump.
A device for a connection to the oil mist
extraction is also available.

The optimized milling spindle of the IMPALA 400SL
guarantees fast work with the highest precision for
large material removal for the production of dies
intended for high-relief minting.

